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Igor Makovsky presents a new game
«Helen Podturkina versus Margo» or simply «Lena vs Margo».
Dedicated to my best girlfriend ever, Helen Podturkina.
Was presented on her 21nd birthday.
It is a small game with only 21 rooms, each containing
1 item for one of Lena’s year. The game is the simpliest JSW game ever, comparable to the modern standarts. It contains no quirky features too and can be
finished without any problems without loosing a single
life easily. This game has a structure of my previous
rather famous game “Jet Set Willy 5: ZX HEROES”. Every screen presents an absolutely different atmosphere
of the game to the player and has a lot of unique
sprites.
Every room is connected deeply to the life of my girlfriend and thus I agreed to write an english readme
to help everybody with understanding rooms, which I
translated in english.
If

you’re

interested

in

this,

then

keep

reading.

1. HISTORY OF THE GAME
---------------------We have art history exams and its time to pass them
successfully, but Lena doesn’t remember a single answer! That’s why we have to help her to collect every
page with answers so that she could easily beat up the
last exam. The game begins in the univercity canteen,
where her friends, relaxing after passing this terrible exam, tell Lena that it is her turn to pass the
exams or evil Margo, our teacher, won’t regret Lena.
2. ABOUT ALL THE ROOMS
---------------------00. KNIGHTS OF THE CANTEEN
-------------------------Takes place in the univercity canteen. Four Lena
friends are sitting at the table - they are Valya
Lubushkina, Yana Maurakh, Anna Ukos and Tanya Simorova, our classmates. They tell Lena to hurry up
in russian. To the western exit you can see Vera
Dmitrovna Bobrova, our dean. She is harmless and
Lena has to return to her after passing her exams
successfully. To the left from the dean door, you
can see a portrait of a famous russian graphic artist, Favorsky.

The name of the room is a tribute to the new album
of the britain rock group MUSE and their new album BLACK HOLES AND REVELATIONS and, personally, to
their song “Knights of Cydonia”. Four Lena’s girlfriends sit around the table just like the four men
on the cover of the album, symbolising four horsemen of the apocalypse there. Here they symbolize
nothing more than four girls.
01. THE YOUNG ARTISTS
--------------------Corridor of the univercity with red skies, seen in
the windows. Lena has to avoid young artists, who
just want to enter our univercity. Yellow head to
the left of the room is a head of Margo. The closed
door in the middle is a path, leading to the room
where we were studying logistics. I wanted to create that room too, putting a teleportator near this
door but I agreed not to include it.
02. THE HISTORY OF ART EXAMS
---------------------------The large hall where we were studying art history.
This subject is extremely interesting and difficult
too, because of our teacher Margo. She hates all
boys and tell our girls rather often that we can’t
solve a single simple problem successfully. Imagine, what we feel after such words!
Sveta Sinushina is at the first desk, Tanya Shuiskaya is at the second, Semak is at the third and
Langleben Dmitri is at the fourth.
You can see a
statue of the
perhaps.

huge screen on the wall
Venera, first sculpture
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03. WORLD OF FOOD DESIGNS
------------------------All this spring we were creating firm styles for
four restaurants and I agreed to put them all here.
Main screen layout looks like Lena’s style for the
pizza restaurant. Green fish and coffee cups could
be founded here. Floating circle is a symbol of Lena’s restaurant.

04. TECHNOLOGY OF PRINTING DEVICES
---------------------------------Is a tribute to the lesson with the same name. The
room is a large printing machine. Guselshikov, our
master stands on the upper level of the machine. He
will tell “Terrrrrible!” - his usual word when we
were answering his questions.
05. SAFETY ON THE WORKING PLACE
------------------------------Again is called after the same discipline. We were
studying different stupid rules of how not to harm
ourselves during work. Was a waste of time, cause
we won’t ever stand near printing machines, cause
we’re artists and that isn’t our work.
06. SANYA WORLD
---------------

(world

of

blondies)

Is a sweety world of a nice girl Sanya Temnyshova.
She likes everything what is cute and especially
trees in blossom. White thing in the middle is a
tribute to one of Lena’s photos, showing a flower
being stepped on. Such an alternative view on the
beauty.
07. THE TRUTH IS NOT OUT THERE
-----------------------------Tribute to the x-files and to one girl, who was
living with Lena together in the hostel. She was
a bit strange and everybody thought she came from
Mars.
08. OBNINSK THE BERY BEST CITY
-----------------------------Obninsk is the town were Lena lives with her family. And there she has a lot of best friends, including to Olga’s. One of them has black hair and
the has an orange hair. Both of them not only very
smart and kind, but very beautiful too.
Obninsk was a secret town a lot ago (being founded
in 1956). it was known for the first nuclear reactor being built in it. This town was erased from
all the maps, not to let spies enter it. Now the
plant is closed, but we can see two nuclear missles
in this screen, symbolising that sometime they,

probably,

were

ceating

there.

09. THE FLEAFUL CAT
------------------Is a tribute to Lena’s cat, whom she like to
“FLEAFUL”, though he doesn’t have any fleas.

call

10. STRASHKA WORLD
-----------------Here we can meet Lena’s talented brother, Alex,
whom Lena calls “Strashka” - which translates in
something like “ugly boy”, but she calls him such
only as a joke, cause she loves him very much and
he isn’t ugly at all. He is fond of biology.
11. THE EARLY TASHKENT
---------------------Tashkent is a city in the south of Russia, where
Lena was born. There she has a wondefuly aunt, here
we can see her. A small child on the garage is her
friend, whom she loved when were a child too. They
were fond of climbing garages together.
12. EVENING EXERCIES IN THE POOL
-------------------------------Lena were going to
the year after the
to this point.

the pool
classes.

two times
This room

a week during
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13. MASHA ANSHAKOVA WORLD
------------------------Is dedicated to one wonderful girl, who can make
the best Matreshka’s ever seen by me. She presented
4 matreshkas to me and to Lena too. Matreshka is a
famous Russian souvenier.
14. THE FONT POSTER LESSON
-------------------------Tribute to the poster with
that Lena has created.

the

same

color

layout

15. STATUE OF THE BEST GIRL
--------------------------Statue

of

Lena.

Here

we

can

see

how

she

signs.

16. FRIENDS AND THE WAR POSTER
-----------------------------Tribute to the poster, Lena had made, dedicated to
the World War II. Here you can see me on the top
right corner of the room and Nastya Yarullina on
the left and Katya Lupanova, known as “The ERASER”
in our institute. That’s why I’ve put an eraser in
this room.
17. THE HEAD OF THE DESIGNER
---------------------------Mr. Gusev, a famous Russian graphic designer came
to our univercity a few times this spring and I
agreed to include him in the game too.
18. WHAT IS IN THE GREEN BAG
---------------------------Lena always takes her green bag with herself to
whereever she goes. And it is a secret, what she
has there. Here you can enter it and see what she
holds there.
19. THE NASTYA TARASEVICH HEAVEN
-------------------------------The room dedicated to another great girl, whom
we know. She is the most kind human I ever knew.
That’s why I’ve made her an angel here. Also you
can notice a cyan scarf, that she has presented to
Lena on her birthday.
20. THE KOREAN FRIENDS
---------------------Dedicated to our friends from the South Korea, whom
Lena likes very much. They were studying in our
univercity and we were fond of them.

Want to say big thanks to al my friends, girlfriends and all JSW authors. And special respect to
my mother, without whom, I would never create this
game. Play JET CAT FROSYA, JSW 5: ZX HEROES, ULTIMATE MANIC MINER and this game.
igorekmak@mail.ru

